Austrian Gaming Industries´
NOVO Unity™ conquers Germany
The new casino Erfurt is the first to operate a combination of
AGI´s most popular multi-player systems. Both Novo TouchBet®
Live-Roulette and Novo Multi-Roulette™ are linked to one
system the first time ever and are already proving to be very
successful.
The new casino from Germanys Westspielgruppe is located in
Erfurts 5-star Hotel am Dom, and leaves nothing to be desired
in both comfort and elegant atmosphere. The central focus of
the Casino is the large slot room. Besides it’s 90 slot
machines, the main attraction is the unique combination of
AGI´s multi-player systems. 13 participants can try their luck
on the two systems, comfortably selectable on their TouchBet®
terminals.

Jens Halle, Managing Director AGI: “Our electronic roulette
systems have quickly conquered the markets and brought new
players to the game – players who may have been intimidated to
learn the live game. On the terminal you cannot do something
wrong and, in addition to this, you have more privacy. Plus,
it is very flexible for the operator. Those are the reasons
why the system has become so popular shortly after its

introduction and we are very proud about the installation of
this unique multi-player combination in Erfurt.“
Regarding to Frank Ziegler, Director of Business Development,
the acceptance of the new multi-player systems has been
overwhelming:” The trend is clearly going from live games to
slot machines in Germany. NOVO Unity™ is the perfect system to
react fast and flexible to casino guests’ preferences. The new
roulette systems have brought very good returns.”
While the server-linked Novo TouchBet® Live-Roulette is
connected to a classic live Roulette wheel, the Novo MultiRoulette™ operates with a fully automated wheel.
The whole gaming process, starting with placed bets, air
density spins and results, are displayed in real time on high
resolution plasma screens, as well as on each of the linked
TouchBet® terminals. This makes an automated Roulette game as
attractive as a live game. The individual placement of the
TouchBet® -Terminals gives operators the chance for casino
floor space optimisation and to offer the game to a much wider
audience.
The server based NOVO Unity™ platform was designed for AGI´s
multi-player family and offers casino guests the possibility
to choose between three different Roulette tables. Casinos
have the choice to operate any combination of Novo MultiRoulette™, Novo TouchBet® Live-Roulette and Novo Flying
Roulette™. This makes NOVO Unity™ the most flexible system for
casino operators.
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